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Abstract— FPGAs have found their way into data centers
as accelerator cards, making reconfigurable computing more
accessible for high-performance applications. At the same time,
new high-level synthesis compilers like Xilinx Vitis and runtime
libraries such as XRT attract software programmers into the
reconfigurable domain. While software programmers are familiar
with task-level and data-parallel programming, FPGAs often
require different types of parallelism. For example, data-driven
parallelism is mandatory to obtain satisfactory hardware designs
for pipelined dataflow architectures. However, software program-
mers are often not acquainted with dataflow architectures—
resulting in poor hardware designs.

In this work we present FLOWER, a comprehensive compiler
infrastructure that provides automatic canonical transformations
for high-level synthesis from a domain-specific library. This al-
lows programmers to focus on algorithm implementations rather
than low-level optimizations for dataflow architectures. We show
that FLOWER allows to synthesize efficient implementations
for high-performance streaming applications targeting System-
on-Chip and FPGA accelerator cards, in the context of image
processing and computer vision.

Index Terms—high-level synthesis, dataflow, compiler, FPGA,
transformations, high-performance computing

I. INTRODUCTION

Although Dennard scaling has broken down some time ago,
it is generally assumed that Moore’s law will continue to hold
for at least a few years. As a consequence, hardware vendors
have built more and more specialized as well as parallel
hardware such as multi-core CPUs, GPUs, or FPGAs. Since
FPGAs are low-power, reconfigurable and highly parallel
integrated circuits, they have already been extensively adopted
in embedded systems and more recently have found their way
into scientific high-performance computing (HPC).

Akin to languages for GPU computing such as CUDA or
OpenCL, FPGA manufacturers offer various vendor-specific
dialects of C/C++ that allow software developers to program
at a high level of abstraction. So-called high-level synthesis
(HLS) compiles these untimed, C-based dialects down into
a timed, high-performance, register-transfer level (RTL) lan-
guage in dataflow style. These HLS languages entail two major
drawbacks: First, each dialect is closely tied to its vendor
which makes code incompatible between different HLS lan-
guages. Second, albeit HLS languages are typically C-based,
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they still require a hardware design mentality to be fully taken
advantage of. For example, transforming an untimed language
into an RTL language calls for several transformations [1] with
different levels of compilation and hardware synthesis flows.
These transformations have a different structure, depending
on whether the input language is Xilinx C++ for HLS [1], or
Xilinx and Intel OpenCL [2].

To sum up, FPGA vendors offer competing and incom-
patible HLS solutions. For this reason, programmers must
rewrite the application for each of those solutions. Moreover,
hardware and software interaction methods and optimizations
are different among vendors and HLS dialects.

Most FPGA applications require some level of parallelism
or concurrency to achieve the best performance, particularly
for memory accesses. HLS programming allows to express
such parallelism through dataflow regions. To take advantage
of this, developers have to manually separate their application
into tasks, and manually write all the necessary glue code to
transform these separate tasks into a well-formed application.
This process is notoriously difficult, because it requires a lot
of effort and knowledge of the application.

An alternative to HLS languages are domain-specific lan-
guages or libraries (DSLs): By embedding the knowledge of
a particular domain into a language, the compiler or library
automatically applies efficient coding patterns, data movement
mechanisms [3], or spatial designs.

Contributions: This paper introduces FLOWER, a frame-
work for FPGA development that makes the following contri-
butions:

• FLOWER provides a high-level syntax that helps in
the design of dataflow-oriented FPGA applications—in
particular by encouraging the separation between the core
algorithm and data transfers. This simplifies low-level
optimizations like vectorization or burst transfers.

• FLOWER automatically generates kernels that combine
dataflow-oriented tasks from the dataflow graph of the
application (see Section IV-B). While FLOWER’s main
target is HLS for Xilinx FPGAs, it can also generate
multi-target OpenCL kernels which are optimized for
both Intel and Xilinx FPGAs.

• FLOWER automatically generates host-code from a sin-
gle piece of code that describes the entire application (see
Section IV-C).
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Fig. 1: Latency in cycles for an FPGA design (frequency of
200 MHz) consisting of 5 tasks and one kernel. The two last
bars shows the effect of dataflow optimization on a kernel
containing these 5 tasks.

• We show the applicability of our framework on image
processing and computer vision applications, where our
framework has comparable or even better performance
than alternatives (see Section V).

II. BACKGROUND

A. Stages, Kernels and Tasks

Typical streaming applications consist of several stages.
For instance, Table I shows a list of applications with their
respective number of stages. Considering a directed acyclic
graph (DAG), each node of a DAG represents a stage. In
practice, using HLS, these stages are mapped to kernels and
tasks.

A kernel is a function that is scheduled and controlled from
the host code, and not from within the FPGA design. On the
contrary, a task is a function that is statically scheduled for
execution from within the FPGA design, and not from the
host. A kernel may contain one or more tasks.

Suppose we have a multi-stage application and its FPGA
design consists of a single kernel: HLS tools will then apply a
static model that will schedule every operation inside it. After
synthesis, different segments of the resulting hardware run in
lockstep with each other, and cannot run concurrently. While
this coding style is simpler, it is not well-designed because
dependencies or variable latency operations may introduce
stalls.

A better approach is to apply a dataflow transformation that
uses queues to transfer data between each task and enables
task-parallelism. With that approach, HLS tools will then
generate a kernel that has a latency equal to the latency of
the task with the highest latency. This is in contrast to the
previous approach, where the kernel had a latency equal to
the sum of the latencies of each individual task. Fig. 1 shows
the effect when applying dataflow optimization on a kernel
that consists of five tasks.

The HLS compiler internally uses a Finite State Machine
(FSM) to schedule individual parts of the kernel that does not
use the dataflow transformation. When an expensive operation
is running, this FSM waits for its completion. Hence, all other
components of the kernel are in idle mode. In cases where the

kernel needs a significant amount of data, it may happen that
the FPGA does not have enough BRAM to buffer them all,
which means that the FPGA design may not function properly.
Moreover, such a kernel may need to access global memory
with sporadic patterns, which may decrease the efficiency of
the DMA engine.

In contrast to this, the dataflow-optimized kernel is made of
several small tasks, which allows the HLS compiler to sched-
ule each one independently, and generate one FSM per task.
This means that tasks have their own independent controllers,
connected via FIFO buffers; the buffering requirements get
distributed among the tasks. As a result, when a task stalls in
a clock cycle, other tasks continue running as long as there is
enough data in their input buffers, resulting in a higher overall
throughput. The dataflow transformation also has a significant
impact on physical synthesis: Shortening the critical paths
allows the design to run at a higher clock frequency. What
is more, it benefits the fan-out of control signals.

B. AnyHLS and FLOWER

The work in this paper is built upon AnyHLS [4], a
framework for FPGA application development that is it-
self built upon AnyDSL [5]. AnyHLS introduces high-level
abstractions to design FPGA applications, and extends the
AnyDSL compiler infrastructure to generate FPGA designs
for Intel OpenCL and Xilinx HLS. For this, the syntax of
AnyDSL is extended with additions for FPGA programming.
The image processing applications in AnyHLS are written in
a library that builds on top of these changes. This library
allows programmers to develop point, local, and global image
processing operators with very little effort. In this paper, we
focus on addressing the shortcomings of AnyHLS listed below,
in particular with the automation of host code generation and
dataflow optimizations.

AnyHLS provides a way to abstract typical patterns found
in high-level synthesis in the form of a library with the help
of the partial evaluator provided by AnyDSL. These abstrac-
tions work well for single-kernel and single-task applications.
However, AnyHLS is limited to generate disjoint kernels
in the form of IP-blocks without system integration, task-
level pipelining, dataflow optimization, host-code generation,
or memory optimizations such as burst transfers. In fact,
AnyHLS can only generate disjoint IPs from multi-stage
applications, which then need manual wiring to connect them
together to achieve a sequential execution. In order to drive
the design, the user has to write a corresponding host-side
code for each application. In FLOWER, we rely on AnyHLS
abstractions to describe applications, and extend both AnyHLS
and AnyDSL to support multi-stage applications by mapping
them to different tasks and enable dataflow optimizations. For
this, FLOWER is deeply integrated into the AnyDSL compiler
in order to apply task-level optimization and transformations.
We extend the AnyDSL compiler in order to extract the
dataflow graph from application stages described by the user
program and produce optimized dataflow pipelines according
to the producer-consumer dependencies. Unlike AnyHLS, our



toolchain automates the whole design process from program-
ming to synthesis.

III. MOTIVATION

Software programming is very different from hardware de-
sign since traditional software design methods are not adapted
to execution on FPGAs. HLS tools have been introduced to
help bridge that gap. However, there are still areas where HLS
does not help in the process of designing efficient hardware:

A. Dataflow Transformations
Vitis requires a canonical dataflow form to realize an archi-

tecture that takes advantage of task-pipelining and decreases
redundant host-kernel communication. This particular coding
pattern is not only alien to software programmers, but it
also demands a specific set of canonical rules which are
difficult to apply, tedious, and may distract the programmer
from implementing the actual algorithm. This particularly
applies for deep learning, image processing, and machine
vision applications, where stages of a kernel need to be split
into many tasks so that they can run concurrently or in parallel,
and where a final kernel calls each task in the order dictated
by the dataflow. This is tedious and can be automated, since
the order is in any case fixed by the dataflow.

B. Low-level Optimizations
With FPGA hardware, unlike CPU architectures, the notion

of a hierarchical memory that is transparent to the programmer
does not exist. Instead, there are plenty of BRAMs available on
FPGA fabric that the HLS programmer must explicitly use to
improve overall design performance and also increase global
memory access efficiency [6]. Considering that global memory
access is taking a significant amount of time compared to ker-
nel execution, missing a caching system becomes an essential
problem. In order to decrease this overhead and to exploit
BRAMs as a cache, a batch process strategy must be used,
typically with burst memory transfers. Using burst memory
transfers allows for minimizing the amount of control signal
transactions and for merging several memory access requests
into a single request. This optimization greatly maximizes the
application throughput and decreases global memory access
latency. Sadly, taking advantage of burst transfers requires to
perform the dataflow transformation first, with all the above
problems.

Another important low-level optimization for FPGA designs
is vectorization: One goal of this optimization is to widen the
bitwidth of the inputs of the kernel, so that many elements
can be loaded at the same time and processed in parallel. By
this, vectorization increases throughput and memory efficiency.
In order to vectorize the code, the HLS compiler requires
consecutive memory access indices and several copies of the
computation of interest. Writing entire applications in this style
is profoundly complex and error-prone. In order to fully benefit
from this optimization, the increase of the input’s bitwidth
should be matched by an appropriate number of units that
process the data. This will become substantially difficult if
the application is not tailored for that.
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Fig. 2: FLOWER: compilation workflow.

C. Interfacing Kernels with Hardware

Hardware kernels and IPs need an interface to communicate
with other hardware components and host devices via a hand-
shaking protocol. Depending on the parameters exposed by the
hardware design to the outside or the way the design should be
integrated into the application, HLS languages require various
annotations and configurations. Writing the proper annotation
for each kernel parameter makes the program fragile and bug-
prone: Any change to the parameters of that function has to be
followed with an accompanying change to the corresponding
annotations.

Another practical issue is writing the communication code
between the host and the FPGA device. Given a set of kernels,
writing the corresponding host code in a separate file in order
to interface them with the host is a strenuous endeavor on
its own: Programmers have to take care of buffer allocations,
parameter types, and setting arguments, by using host-side
APIs like XRT. This requires a lot of boilerplate code, which
is proportionately amenable for bugs and errors.

IV. FLOWER

The goal of FLOWER is to solve the problems discussed in
the previous section. Fig. 2 shows the structure of FLOWER:
There is only a single source program, from which both
host and device code get generated. Benefiting from Vitis
features, this single source code can be simulated, emulated,
or eventually synthesized to hardware.

In order to explain the general workflow of FLOWER, let
us have a look at a simple example:
static mut chan1 : channel;
static mut chan2 : channel;
static mut chan3 : channel;
static mut chan4 : channel;

static vector_length = 4;

let in_img = read_image("input.png");
let (width, height) = (in_img.width, in_img.height);
let out_img = create_host_img(width, height);
let tmp_img1 = create_virtual_img(width, height, &mut chan3);
let tmp_img2 = create_virtual_img(width, height, &mut chan4);

let (in_img1, in_img2) = split_image(in_img, &mut chan1,
&mut chan2);

for x, y, out, pix in iteration_point(tmp_img1, in_img1) {



out.write(x, y, fun1(pix));
}

for x, y, out, pix in iteration_point(tmp_img2, in_img2) {
out.write(x, y, fun2(pix));

}

for x, y, out, pix1, pix2 in
iteration_point2(out_img, tmp_img1, tmp_img2) {

out.write(x, y, fun3(pix1, pix2));
}

image_write(out_img, "output.png");

This code uses the image processing DSL of AnyHLS [4].
DSL functions are highlighted in green. Within FLOWER,
each of these functions creates a task, resulting in 4 different
tasks. The function split_image creates the first task, reads
the input image in_img from memory, and writes to two
different virtual images (images that are mapped to channels).
Those virtual images are then used in two different point
operators fun1 and fun2, and the results are passed back to
two more virtual images tmp_img1 and tmp_img2. Finally,
a binary point operator fun3 is applied to the result of the two
previous tasks, and the final result is written back to global
memory.

The DSL functions all use the constant vector_length
internally, so that the resulting kernel is vectorized with burst
transfers. FLOWER achieves this by unrolling the computation
within the loop body:
fn @iteration_point(output: Img, input: Img,

body: fn(i32, i32, Img) -> ()) -> () {
/* ... */
for v in unroll(0, vector_length) {

body(/* ... */);
}
/* ... */

}

This results in several copies of the for-loop body. The HLS
compiler is then able to determine the parts that can execute
in parallel, resulting in the code being vectorized.

A. Dataflow Graph Extraction

From this example, FLOWER extracts a dataflow graph.
Each task represents a node in that graph and each channel is
mapped to an edge.

FLOWER inspects each task to collect the channels that are
read from (incoming edges) or written to (outgoing edges).
During this phase FLOWER detects invalid graphs and emits
error messages if applicable. In particular, it checks that the
graph is acyclic and channels are written to or read from
only once. FLOWER generates the following graph from the
example:
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Fig. 3: Control flow before top-level generation (a) and after
scheduling kernels as tasks (b).

B. Top-level Kernel Generation

Our scheduling algorithm generates an HLS kernel that
combines all the tasks of the application. In the remainder of
this text, we will refer to this kernel as the top-level kernel. For
the HLS compiler to allow for concurrent or parallel execution
of the tasks in the top-level kernel, FLOWER performs a
topological sort of the graph in order to ensure that any task
first writes to a channel before any tasks reads from that
channel. As a side note, this scheduling algorithm also works
with tasks that are isolated from the rest of the graph. Such
tasks execute in parallel with the rest. Fig. 3 illustrates how the
control flow changes between host/device code by introducing
a top-level kernel. On the device-side, FLOWER emits calls
to each individual task and places appropriate #pragma
annotations such that the underlying HLS compiler picks up
the dataflow region. Here is, for instance, the generated top-
level kernel for the example above:
typedef struct { int e[4]; } int4;
typedef hls::stream<int4> int4_chan;

void task1(int[16], int4_chan*, int4_chan*) { /* ... */ }
void task2(int4_chan*, int4_chan*) { /* ... */ }
void task3(int4_chan*, int4_chan*) { /* ... */ }
void task4(int[16], int4_chan*, int4_chan*) { /* ... */ }

void hls_top(int input_data[16], int output_data[16]) {
#pragma HLS INTERFACE m_axi port = input_data

bundle = gmem0 offset = slave
#pragma HLS INTERFACE s_axilite port = input_data
#pragma HLS STABLE variable = input_data
#pragma HLS INTERFACE m_axi port = output_data

bundle = gmem0 offset = slave
#pragma HLS INTERFACE s_axilite port = output_data
#pragma HLS STABLE variable = output_data
#pragma HLS INTERFACE ap_ctrl_chain port = return
#pragma HLS top name = hls_top
#pragma HLS DATAFLOW

int4_chan chan1_slot, chan2_slot, chan3_slot, chan4_slot;
int4_chan* chan1 = &chan1_slot;
int4_chan* chan2 = &chan2_slot;
int4_chan* chan3 = &chan3_slot;



int4_chan* chan4 = &chan4_slot;
#pragma HLS STREAM variable = chan1 depth = 2
#pragma HLS STREAM variable = chan2 depth = 2
#pragma HLS STREAM variable = chan3 depth = 2
#pragma HLS STREAM variable = chan4 depth = 2

task1(input_data, chan1, chan2);
task2(chan1, chan3);
task3(chan2, chan4);
task4(output_data, chan3, chan4);

}

Note that this code uses channels of type int4, since we
have a vectorization factor of 4. FLOWER generates separate
tasks as separate functions. The tasks task1 and task4 have
a parameter that allows them to access global memory. For
the same reason the top-level kernel hls_top expects two
parameters: input_data and output_data. FLOWER
annotates these parameters with pragmas to instruct the un-
derlying HLS compiler to give them an AXI interface to
connect to other peripherals. FLOWER defines the 4 channels
chan1 to chan4 as FIFO channels to communicate data
between tasks (using the #pragma HLS STREAM annota-
tion). Finally, we see how FLOWER places calls of these
tasks in topological order as discussed previously and tells the
HLS compiler via #pragma HLS DATAFLOW of a dataflow
region. Consequently, this structure results in a design in which
all tasks are pipelined and execute concurrently.

While this example plainly introduces the fundamental
functionality of our toolchain, FLOWER is not limited to
that. Figure 4 introduces another example. It demonstrates a
more complicated dataflow graph that implements the Lucas-
Kanade method for optical flow estimation. Black nodes are
not part of algorithm, they specify inputs and outputs and
reside on the host-side. Splitting nodes are not shown for
the sake of simplicity. Since there are parallel paths from
inputs to outputs, a single memory interface cannot feed the
tasks concurrently. Squared nodes named mem1−4 solve this
issue. FLOWER designates 4 different memory bundles using
interface pragmas to separate memory transactions. Assigning
individual memory interfaces avoid congestion in host-device
memory transfers.

C. Hardware/Software Interface

In order to use the generated FPGA design in a practical
setting, we need to interface it with a host. FLOWER generates
interface pragmas for different target platforms. However, this
is not sufficient because the HLS code on its own does not
specify how to communicate data from or to the host system.
In order to do that, the HLS code has to be driven by a host
code, that is typically written with the XRT API provided by
Xilinx. Our framework generates such host code automatically.
The generated code contains the necessary XRT API calls
required to launch the kernel and communicate with it. For
instance, for the application above, the following equivalent
host code will be automatically generated (our framework
generates the host code as LLVM IR, not C++, but the
concepts are the same):
auto device = xcl::get_devices()[0];
auto bitsteam_buffer =

xcl::read_binary_file("fpga_bitsream.xclbin");
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Fig. 4: Data flow graph for the Lucas-Kanade implementation
for optical flow estimation. f1 and f2 denote two unique
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are removed for the sake of simplicity. mem1−4 represent 4
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cl::Program::Binaries bins
{{ bitstream_buffer.data(), bitstream_buffer.size() }};

auto context = cl::Context(device, NULL, NULL, NULL);
auto q = cl::CommandQueue(context, device, 0);

cl::Buffer buffer_input(context, CL_MEM_READ_WRITE);
cl::Buffer buffer_output(context, CL_MEM_READ_WRITE);

auto [input_data, width, height] = load_png("input.png");
q.enqueueWriteBuffer(buffer_input, true,

0, width * height, input_data);

cl::Program program(context, {device}, bins, NULL);
auto kernel = cl::Kernel(program, "hls_top");
kernel.setArg(0, buffer_input);
kernel.setArg(1, buffer_output);
q.enqueueTask(kernel);
q.finish();

auto output_data = alloc_pixels(width, height);
q.enqueueReadBuffer(buffer_output, true,

0, width * height, output_data);
write_png(output_data, width, height, "output.png");

Concisely, this code sets up the basic infrastructure to load
the kernel, creates the OpenCL/XRT context and command
queue, then creates buffers to hold the input and output data,
loads the image, runs the kernel, and finally writes back
the result image. In order to generate that code, FLOWER
considers every loop that comes from the DSL (for instance,
the loops created via iteration_point) as executing on
the FPGA. Thus, these parts are translated into a single launch
of the top-level kernel. The rest is considered as running
on the host: The calls to read_image or write_image,
for instance, will be executed there, and not on the FPGA.
Internally, functions like write_image or read_image
use compiler-provided intrinsics to copy data from the host
to the FPGA: Those directly translate to calls to XRT that
transfer the data in the right direction.

As mentioned previously, all the loops that are generated
via the DSL translate into one top-level kernel launch on the
host. The arguments of that kernel launch are set according to
the parameters extracted during the top-level kernel generation



phase. Those typically come from uses of input or output
images in the DSL loops, like in this example.

Thanks to that automatic host code generation, the program-
mer only needs to focus on writing the application from a
single piece of code written using FLOWER. Consequently,
it’s easier to make modifications of the code, since the host
code is automatically synchronized with the FPGA code.

V. EVALUATION

For experimental evaluation, we consider a range of promi-
nent applications that have been used in comparable works [7],
[8], [9], [10]. Table I lists the number of stages of each appli-
cation. This number does not include two additional memory
read/write stages required for burst transfer optimization.

TABLE I: Benchmarking applications.

application stage(s) description

Mean filter 1 5 × 5 filter reducing intensity variation
Gaussion blur 1 5 × 5 integer low-pass filter for noise reduction
Bilateral filter 1 5 × 5 floating-point filter for image smoothing

while preserving edges
Sobel-Luma 2 Edge detection algorithm utilizing

RGB to luma color conversion
Unsharp mask 3 Sharpens an image
Filter chain 3 3 × 3 filter chained 3 times
Jacobi 1 3 × 3 filter for image smoothing
Optical flow (LK) 16 Lucas-Kanade method for motion estimation
Harris 9 Corner detection for finding features in images
Shi-Thomasi 9 Corner detection with improved scoring function
Laplace 1 Derivative operator for edge detection
Square 1 Pixel-wise operation for increasing image contrast
Sobel 1 3 × 3 filter for edge detection

We evaluate FLOWER on two different FPGA platforms:
Xilinx Alveo U280 (xcu280-fsvh2892-2L-e) and Bittware
520N-MX (Intel Stratix 10 MX2100). Both are accelerator
cards connected to the host via PCIe Gen3x16. However, we
can only use PCIe Gen3x8 for the Bittware 520N-MX due to
restrictions of the used BSP.

Intel OpenCL codes are synthesized by the Intel FPGA
SDK for OpenCL 19.4. Xilinx HLS C++ and OpenCL codes
for the accelerator card are synthesized by the Vitis v++
compiler 2020.1. We use Vitis hls 2020.1 to synthesize the
generated IPs. Host programs for the Xilinx card use the XRT
2.7.766 runtime library. Table II shows available benchmark
evaluations with corresponding plots among different backends
of FLOWER.

We start by evaluating our framework against Hipacc [11],
[12] and AnyHLS [4] on a set of image processing applica-
tions, before assessing the OpenCL support.

A. Hipacc

The FPGA support in Hipacc is mostly designed for Zynq
SoPC (System on Programmable Chip) platforms, and the
generated IP blocks obtained from Hipacc are not immediately
ready to be linked with the accelerators’ platform shell.
Therefore, to compare our work with Hipacc, we rely on
the SoPC IP output of FLOWER that is synthesized for the
FPGA part xcu280-fsvh2892-2L-e found in the Alveo U280
card. With Hipacc, we generate each application by first

Xilinx
HLS HLS-SoC OpenCL Intel OpenCL

Mean filter 3 3 - 3
Gaussian blur 3 3 3 3
Bilateral filter 3 3 - -
Sobel-Luma 3 3 - -
Unsharp mask 3 - - -
Filter chain 3 - - 3
Jacobi 3 - - 3
Optical flow (LK) 3 - - -
Harris 3 3 - 3
Shi-Thomasi 3 - - -
Laplace 3 - - -
Square 3 - - -
Sobel 3 3 - -

Figure number Fig. 6 Fig. 5 Fig. 8 Fig. 9

TABLE II: Available application evaluations for the different
backends in FLOWER.
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Fig. 5: Synthesis results, showing the latency of applications
generated by FLOWER and Hipacc. Image size is 1024×1024.
ftarget = 300MHz on a Xilinx Alveo U280 card. Left shows
non-vectorized version, right is vectorized with a factor of 4.

making it compatible with the vitis_hls command-line
tool, and then by synthesizing it as streaming IPs for the
same FPGA part. All applications in Hipacc have an AXIS
interface without any global memory control bundle, and thus
they cannot access global memory. Consequently, we need
to impose this restriction on FLOWER applications as well.
Synthesis results in Fig. 5 alongside with resource usage
in Table III shows that FLOWER applications have lower
latencies. This is true also when applications are vectorized.

B. AnyHLS

AnyHLS does not use any dataflow optimization. That
is, for applications with multiple stages like filter-chain or
Harris-corner, AnyHLS only generates opaque modules. These
modules cannot communicate to each other or to the host.
Therefore, a huge amount of manual HLS coding is required
to optimize and connect them together properly. Applications
generated by FLOWER work without any manual optimization
and produce superior results.

Fig. 6 illustrates how different optimizations dramatically
improve the applications’ performance in terms of execution
time, measured using Vitis analyzer. In order to observe how
task pipelining takes place with dataflow optimization, we
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Fig. 6: Total kernel runtime of applications through different optimizations, when executed 6 times on a Xilinx Alveo U280.
Image size is 1024× 1024 and vectorization factor is 4. The AnyHLS versions have no burst transfer. Applications which do
not have an AnyHLS version could not be generated using the AnyHLS Xilinx backend, because for the generated kernels,
the synthesis tool requires FIFO buffer sizes that are too large.

TABLE III: Post place and route resource usage of FLOWER
and Hipacc applications. Image size is 1024×1024. Reported
by Vitis targeting Xilinx Alveo U280 card.

Application Tool CLB LUT FF DSP BRAM SRL

Gaussian FLOWER 363 1851 1486 0 8 32
Hipacc 602 2987 2503 0 8 0

Laplace FLOWER 99 371 487 0 4 32
Hipacc 86 374 454 0 4 0

Mean filter FLOWER 396 1861 1509 4 8 32
Hipacc 634 3257 2413 4 8 0

Sobel FLOWER 258 1124 1156 0 8 72
Hipacc 329 1410 1721 0 8 0

Harris corner FLOWER 712 3337 3656 22 20 240
Hipacc 1298 6241 7098 21 20 217

Bilateral FLOWER 18189 76708 81909 1097 8 8062
Hipacc 11781 51644 57906 654 8 5960

launch each kernel 6 times, so that several memory trans-
actions happen consecutively. In all applications, the DMA
engine transfers 25.166 MB from the host to the kernel’s
global memory. FLOWER extracts global memory operations
from the kernel and automatically generates the dataflow-
optimized version, which in turn allows burst transfers for
read/write memory. In fact, in FLOWER, even applications
that consist of only a single stage, are divided into at least three
tasks which are read from global memory, compute, and write
to global memory, enabling pipelined dataflow executions.
Fig. 7 demonstrate how we utilize global memories.

As described in Section IV, vectorization aggregates several
input data (pixels) to vectors, and by replicating the arithmetic
operations, processes them at the same time. Thanks to ap-
propriate packing of data and sequential access patterns on
inputs and outputs of the generated kernel, FLOWER enables
Vitis to figure out the corresponding memory interface data-
width for kernel to global memory transfers. This data-width

read compute write

TR T1 T2 TW

kernel: hls_top

Fig. 7: hls top is a kernel made of 4 tasks: T1 and T2 for
computing plus two additional tasks TR and TW for read-
ing/writing in order to enable global memory burst transfers.

is aligned with the size of the vectorized datapath, which in
turn results in optimal dataflow transfers throughout the entire
design. Memory controllers of common FPGA cards support
a data bus width of up to 512 bits, which in practice defines
an upper limit for constructive vectorization. By combining
vectorization and burst transfer optimizations we get the best
performance.

Since AnyHLS could not take advantage of the dataflow
optimization, it also could not benefit from burst transfers,
resulting in execution times that are up to 20× slower.

C. OpenCL

The OpenCL backend of FLOWER generates multi-
platform OpenCL device and host codes from the same
application. These codes can be synthesized with both Xilinx
Vitis and Intel OpenCL SDK without any modifications. Fig. 8
and Fig. 9 show the total execution time of kernels launched
6 times for Xilinx (measured using Vitis analyzer) and Intel
OpenCL (measured using the Intel dynamic profiler). While
we cannot compare Intel’s OpenCL version to the Xilinx one,
because of the user licenses of the vendor tools, these charts
demonstrate that FLOWER works on both platforms without
requiring any change in the application code.
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VI. RELATED WORK

FPGA designs applying dataflow optimizations for data
access and reuse are significantly more efficient than non-
optimized designs: A climate prediction application runs 800×
faster than a naı̈ve version when developers correctly address
data movement [1], [13]. Unfortunately, current C/C++ HLS
languages lack the ability to express parallelism and dataflow
properly, which means that a huge amount of low-level pro-
gramming is still required when using those languages.

When it comes to image processing in particular, the
literature contains several DSLs and compilers for FPGAs.
They follow various approaches for generating hardware:
SCORE [14] introduces basic elements of dataflow archi-
tectures and is based on TDF which is basically an RTL
language. RIPL [15] and Spatial [16] target intermediate
languages to generate HDL code, named CAL dataflow [17]
and Chisel [18]. Through these intermediate languages, RIPL
and Spatial apply basic dataflow optimizations at the HDL
level. The LIFT [19] and Darkroom [20] generate HDL
code directly from functional patterns suitable for dataflow
programming and do not support data-parallelism. While these
tools construct hardware IPs and interfaces, they do not
provide the flexibility of HLS tools that generate low-level

RTL through automatic allocation, binding, and scheduling of
operators/registers [21], as in commercial or open-source HLS
tools like LegUp [22].

Hipacc [11], [12], HeteroHalide [7], PolyMage [8], the
Merlin compiler [23], and AnyHLS [4] target C/C++ codes
in their backend while applying optimization passes suitable
for HLS tools such as Xilinx Vitis or Intel HLS compilers.
AnyHLS makes use of the AnyDSL compiler [24] to partially
evaluate [25], [5] higher-order functions in order to generate
optimized OpenCL/C++ HLS codes. Daliha [26] is similar
to AnyHLS, in that it provides a general purpose language
for generating specialized HLS C++ code with performance
predictability. Daliha uses a rich type system to deliver per-
formance, while AnyHLS relies on function specialization.

There are several studies presenting the importance of
dataflow designs for stream processing, most notably Oxi-
Gen [27], which relies on the MaxCompiler, or Frost [28],
which uses the SDAccel synthesis tool (now superseded by
Xilinx Vitis) and doesn’t strictly follow the canonical form
required for Vitis. Both tools require ad-hoc host programs to
be written by the user. HLS dataflow transformations have also
demonstrated benefits in packet processing and deep learning
pipelines [29], [30], [31].

In contrast to FLOWER, most of these frameworks, includ-
ing Hipacc and PolyMage, generate a dataflow design through
C++ template metaprogramming, and their approach does not
rigorously follow the canonical form recommended by Xilinx.
They only support Vivado HLS and are not updated for the
new Vitis toolchain from Xilinx. Additionally, most of these
studies only evaluate the generated C/C++ IPs on Zynq SOC
platforms, which are only designed for embedded systems.
StencilFlow [32], and other frameworks [33], [34] show how
an optimized Intel OpenCL implementation is beneficial for
dataflow and stream processing designs. AFFIX [35] also
provides a scalable OpenCL library for vision algorithms via
Intel OpenCL on FPGAs. While our work is based on stateless
synchronous dataflow graphs, others [36] introduce a data-
centric model for stateful dataflow multigraphs, which relies
on SDAccel and Xilinx OpenCL code.

VII. CONCLUSION

Dataflow transformations, low-level optimizations, and host
code development are essential building blocks to achieve an
efficient design for streaming applications, as shown by the
examples in this paper. FLOWER allows programmers to write
their applications in a high-level library, and automatically
introduces the required transformations and optimizations.
Our results demonstrate that our work is not only faster
compared to similar tools, but also increases productivity, in
contrast with alternatives where manual work is required to
do those transformations. FLOWER is fully compatible with
both Xilinx and Intel FPGA accelerator cards, allowing to use
the same code to drive two different devices. In the future,
we would like to take advantage of the LLVM IR backend
of AnyDSL to target the recently open-sourced front-end of
Vitis, in order to perform even more optimizations.
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